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1. Rice planting, China, ca. 1930
2. Rice watering, China, ca. 1930
3. Shop with fans, China, ca. 1930
4. Shop with banners hanging from ceiling, China, ca. 1930
5. Still picture show, China, ca. 1930
6. Canal in Soochon [Suzhou], China, ca. 1930
7. Fortune telling, China, ca. 1930
8. Basket making, China, ca. 1930
9. Junks, China, ca. 1930
10. Great wall, China, ca. 1930
11. Bamboo fence construction, China, ca. 1930
12. Bubbling Well Road, showing Park Hotel, Shanghai, China, ca. 1930
13. Buddhist temple, between Shanghai and Soochow [i.e. Suzhou], China, ca. 1930
14. Summer Palace bridge, Peking, China, ca. 1930
15. Close up of farmer walking in field with pole over his shoulder and large buildings, China, ca. 1930
16. Farmers in flooded unplanted rice field, China, ca. 1930
17. Haymaking beside bridge, China, ca. 1930
18. Street vendor points to still picture in heavily carved portable stage with attentive audience, China, ca. 1930
19. Workers in rice field with background hillside and pagoda tower, China, ca. 1930
20. Workers in rice field all bending to crop with hillside and pagoda tower in background, China, ca. 1930
21. Workers in rice field tying small bundles and pagoda tower in background, China, ca. 1930
22. Small child stands holding branch pole of thatched shelter, China, ca. 1930
23. Wooden frame on ground for thrashing and chicken in foreground with large bale behind, China, ca. 1930.
24. Workers in the rice field at the edge of the crop, China, ca. 1930.
25. Wooden structure for measuring wheat set amongst the rocks, China, ca. 1930.
26. Farmer walking along path through field with pole over shoulder, China, ca. 1930.
27. Ploughing with water buffalo rear view, China, ca. 1930.
28. Ploughing with water buffalo front view, China, ca. 1930.
29. Workers in a rice field, one bending the other twisting, China, ca. 1930.
30. Irrigating rice, two person pedal operation, China, ca. 1930.
31. Three women in rice field sitting on individual wooden seats, China, ca. 1930.
32. Thrashing wheat and wooden racks, China, ca. 1930.
33. Water buffalo turning an irrigation wheel, China ca. 1930.
34. Bamboo curtain making on a loom in the street under shade cloth, China, ca. 1930.
35. Basket making, men on stools in lane between dwellings, China, ca. 1930.
36. Bridges on the canal with two sampans a gateway and a stone column near a child with a baby, China, ca. 1930.
37. Square shaped bridge in Shanghai district with tall stone columns and blocks, China, ca. 1930.
38. Crowded bridge in Soochow over canal, China, ca. 1930.
39. Summer Palace stairway bridge in Peking with row of decorative posts either side, China, ca. 1930.
40. Bridge on canal and barge with seated oarsman and resting passenger, China, ca. 1930.
41. Bridge on narrow canal next to dwelling and pathway with stone block stairs, China, ca. 1930.
42. Bridge on canal with laden barge, China, ca. 1930.
43. Tall narrow bridge on canal and barge with mother and child passengers, China, ca. 1930.
44. Bridge over weir and sedan chair carriers resting, China, ca. 1930.
45. Footbridge in park over cutting in bank and a lantern, China, ca. 1930.
46. Bridge on canal with hatted figure in stern of sampan, China, ca. 1930.
47. Bridge on canal and end of bank wall in foreground also a drifting barge, China, ca. 1930
48. Bridge over weir with a pagoda tower and large sedan chair on bridge, China, ca. 1930
49. Canal narrowing to square bridge with decorative lintel and dwellings beyond, China, ca. 1930
50. Bridge on canal with large ornate gateway and stairway to canal where woman crouches, China, ca. 1930
51. Bridge on canal with three layers of different construction styles, China, ca. 1930
52. Bridge on canal with dwellings on either side and people on the bridge, China, ca. 1930
53. Bridge on canal with beam across arch on one side and small boats, China, ca. 1930
54. Bridge on canal with tree growing from side and person at waters edge, China, ca. 1930
55. Bridge on canal with person standing at waters edge, China, ca. 1930
56. Woman walking across narrow path bridge, China, ca. 1930
57. Footbridge in park over a cutting through the bank and a lantern, China, ca. 1930
58. Man fishing from bridge in Hangchow Nine Bends, China, ca. 1930
59. Bridge in Shanghai district with man and barge with two full sacks on deck, China, ca. 1930
60. Summer Palace stairway bridge in Peking with decorative posts either side, China, ca. 1930
61. Bridge in Shanghai district with detail of stone construction, China, ca. 1930
62. Primitive bridge in Shanghai district with railing on one side only, China, ca. 1930
63. Large building with forecourt and entrance, China, ca. 1930
64. Wall on canal with pagoda and distant bridge, China, ca. 1930
65. Pavilion or gazebo alone in a clearing, China, ca. 1930
66. Rest house building in mountains with a decorative pathway and two pedestrians, China, ca. 1930
67. Large columned building and lower section with pine tree in foreground, China, ca. 1930
68. Decorative low wall leading to long building which is windowless on
one side, China, ca. 1930

69 Bridge in wall with bundles of long sticks at the entrance, China, ca. 1930

70 Small pavilion building in a clearing amongst the trees beside the path, China, ca. 1930

71 City wall tower with pогoda roof, China, ca. 1930

72 Canal with high rise dwellings on one side and pole supporting foundation into the water, China, ca. 1930

73 Canal crowded with houseboats alongside a walkway and dwellings, China, ca. 1930

74 Canal with large barge near the bank and very small round boat nearby, China, ca. 1930

75 Canal dwelling with washing on line and woman emptying large bowl, China, ca. 1930

76 Canal showing pole foundation of dwelling and reflections, China, ca. 1930

77 Canal and a fully laden barge where a long pole reaches from the water to the top floor, China, ca. 1930

78 Canal barge being manouvered near dwelling steps, China, ca. 1930

79 Canal steps leading to dwelling and people on bridge, China, ca. 1930

80 Canal with barge in foreground and row of different style dwellings in background, China, ca. 1930

81 Canal with crowded bridge, China, ca. 1930

82 Canal with bridge and barges alongside dwellings, China, ca. 1930

83 Canal with row of dwellings reflecting into narrow canal, China, ca. 1930

84 Canal in Soochon with one man standing in empty boat, China, ca. 1930

85 Canal in Shanghai district with cantilever dwelling and circular arch bridge, China, ca. 1930

86 Row of dwellings on the canal with pile supports, China, ca. 1930

87 Dwelling stairway from canal with bamboo washing lines, China, ca. 1930

88 Dwelling in bamboo forest with large crack on outer wall set at base of stairway, China, ca. 1930

89 Dwelling with matted walls and a barge worker with pole on shoulder and three full sacks hanging from it, China, ca. 1930
Dwellings in clearing of bamboo forest with long bamboo fence alongside stairway, China, ca. 1930

Dwelling on canal bank with figure crouching nearby, China, ca. 1930

Dwelling in background with woman and basket in foreground, China, ca. 1930

Dwellings continuing round bend in canal, China, ca. 1930

Dwelling on canal with woman and washing stretched out on bamboo rods, China, ca. 1930

Dwelling with pagoda roof and long narrow shutters on canal, China, ca. 1930

Large dwelling with line of capped poles stretching across the canal, China, ca. 1930

Dwelling and narrow stairway to canal where a woman crouches with basket and man looks out from above, China, ca. 1930

Fortune teller shows woman a card at a cloth covered table outside, China, ca. 1930

Fortune teller with group of people seated at table under large suspended lantern, China, ca. 1930

Fortune teller showing woman a card, both seated at table, China, ca. 1930

Gates in Peking with three arches and a very ornate upper structure and man with his donkey, China, ca. 1930

Tall garden rock feature and man on pathway carrying rock log, China, ca. 1930

Side view of Great Wall with broken section, China, ca. 1930

Great Wall from lower section looking up to horizon, China, ca. 1930

Dragon Well in Hangchow forest clearing with large triangular roof and ornate central decoration, China, ca. 1930

Cloth dyeing hung on high frame that stretches out beside the canal, China, ca. 1930

Junks moored in large bunch on side of canal all with flags top of masts and a laden barge travelling past, China, ca. 1930

Rear view of junks with sails down moored in canal, China, ca. 1930

Junk in full sail at sea, China, ca. 1930

Junk with sails down view from the bow, China, ca. 1930

Junk with two square sails in canal line, China, ca. 1930

Beached junks with people on shoreline and dwelling on rocky
outcrop, China, ca. 1930

113 Junk with sail up and reflection in water, China, ca. 1930

114 West Lake Hangchow jetty with gateway and mountains in the distance, China, ca. 1930

115 West Lake Hangchow building amongst the trees on edge of lake, China, ca. 1930

116 West Lake Hangchow view of man sitting at park table looking over lake, China, ca. 1930

117 Lake in Hangchow with large dwelling amongst trees and mooring posts, China, ca. 1930

118 West Lake Hangchow with water lilies and dwellings on lake edge, China, ca. 1930

119 Man with walking stick sitting on wall of West Lake Hangchow and Pao Shu pagoda in background, China, ca. 1930

120 Five memorial arches in a block with pagoda style tops in a low walled enclosure, China, ca. 1930

121 Memorial arch gateway additionally supported with wooden poles and a large lion statue on pedestal, China, ca. 1930

122 Memorial arch with open gateway and ornate superstructure and people including many small children, China, ca. 1930

123 Memorial arches in a park with a man standing before a footbridge, China, ca. 1930

124 Memorial arch over a cleared path in the hills with a figure in motion, China, ca. 1930

125 Memorial arch supported by long wooden poles with small ornamental figures on pagoda roof, China, ca. 1930

126 Memorial arch in the snow covered hillside with shadowy figure on cleared pathway 1, China, ca. 1930

127 Memorial arch in the snow covered hillside with shadowy figure on cleared pathway 2, China, ca. 1930

128 Memorial arch in background with smoke above roof of dwelling and sedan chair carriers approaching, China, ca. 1930

129 Memorial arch in substantial stone wall with cloud shaped dividing barriers and four women, China, ca. 1930

130 Memorial arch at Hangchow Ling Yin Monastery, China, ca. 1930

131 Memorial arch in a Buddhist monastery with lions either side on top of high columns and a monk, China, ca. 1930
Memorial double arch beside pathway where figure carries two large buckets from pole over shoulder, China, ca. 1930
Manicured park with winding path from trees in background and flowerbed in foreground, China, ca. 1930
Building in Chi Hua Min predominantly a tower and shops in wall with loaded cart and man with rickshaw, China, ca. 1930
Courtyard of the Summer Palace in Peking with long legged birds and deer statues, China, ca. 1930
River inlet with flat rocks and bent figures at the waters edge, China, ca. 1930
River with a neat dwelling on bank, China, ca. 1930
River with a punt heading towards a figure holding an umbrella on the bank in front of a boatshed, China, ca. 1930
Sampan on wide stretch of river, China, ca. 1930
River cove with open punts tied next to a tree with water carrier and mountains in background, China, ca. 1930
View of barefooted jacketed man walking with basket of candles slung over shoulder, China, ca. 1930
View of a village with huge tree and figure walking on fractured path, China, ca. 1930
View with monastery in background, several figures and a cluster of very small buildings, ca. 1930
View of tall figure at edge of pond with shovel over shoulder and carrying a container, China, ca. 1930
View of figure with cap and jacket on crazy paving path cut through bamboo forest, China, ca. 1930
View of a village with figures walking on pathway alongside wall of dwelling and trench under repair, China, ca. 1930
View of a pathway through a cobbled roadway with a covered structure and stairs to a dwelling, China, ca. 1930
View of a person on a pathway to a small pavilion in a clearing of forest with sun filtering through, China, ca. 1930
Group of people walking in line along a cobbled pathway under long bamboo branch archway, China, ca. 1930
Figures on pathway carrying baskets and dwelling in background, China, ca. 1930
View of a park with river winding through, China, ca. 1930
Sampan on river with view of a woman leaning over the stern, China, ca. 1930.

Sampan with seated woman, China, ca. 1930.

Sampan with two matted covers and a pole at bow and stern, China, ca. 1930.

Sampan on water showing long beams along hull and figures standing leaning on covered frame, China, ca. 1930.

Sculptures in Hangchon carved out of rock wall with a seated and a standing buddha on another higher wall, China, ca. 1930.

Sculptures in Hangchon carved out of rock wall a seated and a standing buddha on another nearby, China, ca. 1930.

Sculpture in Hangchon a square framed seated buddha in the rock wall, China, ca. 1930.

Shanghai park with pond and modern high rise in the background, China, ca. 1930.

Shanghai Bubbling Well Rd showing Park Hotel and Grand Theatre and park with barriers and horses, China, ca. 1930.

Temple in Hangchow with stairs alongside leading to pathway and upper courtyard, China, ca. 1930.

Shanghai Gardens on The Bund showing oval planted garden and rotunda with canal in background, China, ca. 1930.

Nanking Road in Shanghai with street scene showing architecture and shops and parked cars, China, ca. 1930.

Street of shops with archway and people crowded around a doorway, China, ca. 1930.

Snow scene with wooden square gateway, a dwelling and people on path with a dog, China, ca. 1930.

Flower sellers with mostly greenery and one basket of flowers all against the wall of the building, China, ca. 1930.

One man works on round object at street shop closely observed by others and uniformed men behind, China, ca. 1930.

Narrow street scene with Chinese banners hung out and groups of people, China, ca. 1930.

Old shop salesman with assistant under bunches of cricket cages, China, ca. 1930.

Lantern shop with large and small samples hanging outside next door to an embroidery shop, China, ca. 1930.
Old bearded gentleman drinking tea at a table in a teashop, China, ca. 1930

Monk sweeping a paved courtyard of a temple with collection of pots and clump of bamboo near wall, China, ca. 1930

Temple in Hang Chow showing open doorway pavilion and man on path, China, ca. 1930

Burning paper money in a cauldron at a temple with attendant in large brimmed hat, China, ca. 1930

Temple forecourt showing footbridge to steps of temple that has arches and turrets on top, China, ca. 1930

Burning paper money in a cauldron at a temple with attendant using long tongs, China, ca. 1930

Temple gateway with man on descending steps, China, ca. 1930

Pathway to three tiered temple with cauldron in centre and people emerging plus two sedan chairs, China, ca. 1930

People seated in ornate two tiered roofed pavilion in temple grounds while three people leave in procession, China, ca. 1930

Young man reaching to incense container on large carved altar in temple, China, ca. 1930

Pagoda tower with dwellings nearby, China, ca. 1930

Gowned and capped monks at temple doorway with decorative small cauldron on stool in forecourt, China, ca. 1930

Monuments between the path and wall of the temple in the shape of pagoda roof on top of round shapes, China, ca. 1930

Snow on temple roof and in courtyard where people stand below the stairs, China, ca. 1930

Temple pavillion on rock wall of pond with boys crouching poking long rods into the water, China, ca. 1930

Man in temple standing on wooden step structure offering bowl to women and a steamy background, China, ca. 1930

People walking on rough path in temple grounds, China, ca. 1930

Small footbridge in foreground with man on path and temple and pagoda tower in distance, China, ca. 1930

Temple in Hang Chow with man ascending stairs to large cauldron, China, ca. 1930

Figure with basket in each hand near temple gateway on large slab paved area, China, ca. 1930
191. Low walled level of temple with path leading round to wide ascending stairs to entrance, China, ca. 1930
192. Pathway leading to temple pagoda with ornate dome, China, ca. 1930
193. Bare trees above temple roof in mountains, China, ca. 1930
194. Tiendong Temple in Ningpo with man standing on edge of wall above water and large temple on other side, China, ca. 1930
195. Large tree in front of small square temple with pagoda roof, China, ca. 1930
196. Large tree with few branches in Buddhist temple grounds, China, ca. 1930
197. People with wide coats descending stairs between temple buildings, China, ca. 1930
198. Large temple pavilion on rock wall of pond, China, ca. 1930
199. Temple interior showing high ornate carvings in ceiling and wooden furniture and four wooden cauldrons, China, ca. 1930
200. Temple building with figure in foreground and cauldron at centre and stairway either side, China, ca. 1930
201. Ling-Yin Temple in Hangchow from the path and bridge to a wall, China. ca. 1930
202. Two figures descending stairs from a temple courtyard in Hangchow where smoke rises and people mingle, China, ca. 1930
203. Temple in Hangchow looking up to the entrance with man on path and mountains in background, China, ca. 1930
204. Temple in Hangchow with people ascending the stairs to pagoda roof and first courtyard, China, ca. 1930
205. Ling Ying Temple in Hangchow where monk is ascending to entrance where a cauldron stands, China, ca. 1930
206. Temple in Hangchow with man about to enter square gateway and continue on path to upper level, China, ca. 1930
207. Temple in Hangchow with a pavilion next to the lake and water lilies, China, ca. 1930
208. Temple in Hangchow showing many people with umbrellas converging at the gate, China, ca. 1930
209. Temple in Hangchow showing a figure ascending the stairway with a pot on the back and a walking stick, China, ca. 1930
210. Temple in Hangchow showing a figure looking out to the pond from the outdoor pavilion, China, ca. 1930
211 Temple in Hangchow with three figures about to descend from the entrance forecourt, China, ca. 1930
212 Temple in Hangchow with man entering square gateway to path and upper level, China, ca. 1930
213 Temple in Peking with crouched lion statue on upper level looking over wall to circular pagoda, China, ca. 1930
214 Temple in Hangchow with man in foreground and others behind in courtyard, China, ca. 1930
215 Ling Ving Temple in Hangchow with figures next to cauldron one with a sack over shoulder, China, ca. 1930
216 Large Temple with pedestrians and sedan chair at edge of pathway, China, ca. 1930
217 Water in the foreground bordered by a low wall leading up to a hillside with pagoda temple in Peking, China, ca. 1930
218 Water in the foreground bordered by a low wall looking straight up to a pagoda temple in Peking, China, ca. 1930
219 Temple in Peking showing the intricate design of the pagoda roof and some trees, China, ca. 1930
220 Narrow path between dwellings with a figure at the side and another carrying two baskets from a pole, China, ca. 1930
221 Caravan of small horses laden with sacks on a dusty path with one man and a tower on the hilltop, China, ca. 1930
222 Large circular haystack with a figure bending near a wooden frame tending loose bales, China, ca.1930
223 Workers harvesting with bundles stacked and loose in front of two buildings, China, ca. 1930
224 Canal bridge with sampans either side alongside dwellings and wooden frame in opening of stepped bridge, China, ca. 1930
225 Summer Palace bridge showing arch and two figures, China, ca. 1930
226 Large flat boulders in roadway leading to bridge with decorated entrance and five sided archway, China, ca. 1930
227 Bridge with nine arches over canal with sampans in foreground, China, ca. 1930
228 Bridge over canal with circular arch and sectional walls above and many barges in foreground, China, ca. 1930
229 Bridges over canal with circular arches and boat with two oarsmen,
China, ca. 1930

230: Summer Palace bridge in Peking with upright posts on sides and punt in front, China, ca. 1930

231: Tree towering above outline of close knit dwellings below, China, ca. 1930

232: Canal wall and bridge with boat at side and figure in bow and dwellings beyond, China, ca. 1930

233: Canal with stairway of unset long stepping stones leading to entrance beside bridge, China, ca. 1930

234: Fully laden punt of straw bundles next to shuttered dwellings near bridge, China, ca. 1930

235: Sampan on small canal with figure standing on stern with a pole, China, ca. 1930

236: Sampan with figure on the bow with pole alongside dwelling with bridge in the background, China, ca. 1930

237: Figure standing on top of fully laden straw bundles on barge next to dwellings with bridge in background, China, ca. 1930

238: Bamboo fence and gate with long stone steps to canal with a laden punt, China, ca. 1930

239: Bundles of long poles tied together used as a floating barge being taken up the canal towards a bridge, China, ca. 1930

240: Narrow canal between the dwellings with standing boatmen and large mat hanging on extended pole, China, ca. 1930

241: Canal with barge laden with straw and standing boatman on stern with people looking down from bridge, China, ca. 1930

242: Sampan on narrow canal with man standing on stern looking in opposite direction of prodding long pole, China, ca. 1930

243: Punt with bent single oar on canal alongside dwelling with bamboo steps and foundation and a bridge, China, ca. 1930

244: Canal bank spreading into canal where crowded boats pass dwellings and bridge in background, China, ca. 1930

245: Punt at canal edge with bamboo fence down to water and small punt with three figures coming into view, China, ca. 1930

246: Single plaited woman crouching at canal edge on rock at base of stone stairway, China, ca. 1930

247: Large dwelling on canal with woman bent over objects in water at base of steps on canal, China, ca. 1930
Loose stone steps on left bank to canal with dwellings either side and bridge in background, China, ca. 1930

Busy canal with dwellings on both sides a flag pole and traffic in both directions, China, ca. 1930

Canal with small sampan alongside dwelling with cantilever steps and substantial stairway opposite, China, ca. 1930

Canal alongside dwellings with sampans on opposite bank with small winding walking track and child, China, ca. 1930

Congested sampans alongside a landing with people and a collection of small buddha figures on the ground, China, ca. 1930

Man and child carrying basket descend steps from temple in Hangchow, China, ca. 1930

Canal with bridge with circular arch and people standing looking towards camera, China, ca. 1930

Punts passing on canal one boatman sits and the other stands while people group on the bridge above, China, ca. 1930

Canal between Shanghai and Soochow with sampan in foreground and temple pagoda on bank behind, China, ca. 1930

Canal in the Shanghai district with bridge and light construction on top at either side, China, ca. 1930

Water gate in Shanghai showing bamboo frame in opening of bridge with a barge coming through, China, ca. 1930

Man and woman in barge on canal, China, ca. 1930

Canal between Shanghai and Soochow with bridge and pagoda on bank with people standing in boat, China, ca. 1930

Woman standing on bottom step by canal beside large upright beam and dwellings curving into distance, China, ca. 1930

Woman bending emptying water from large basin above canal at her dwelling with washing around, China, ca. 1930

Man carrying a bundle of straw walking on cobbled street alongside dwellings, China, ca. 1930

Country village with paved pathway and man walking with pot in one hand and basket in other, China, ca. 1930

Full punt coming into shore near dwelling that has an empty punt in front of it, China, ca. 1930

Man standing on bank near dwelling on edge of water with a long empty punt alongside, China, ca. 1930
267 Woman washing in the canal while person stands by watching and child sits in doorway, China, ca. 1930
268 Tall bamboo trees above dwellings in the valley, China, ca. 1930
269 Man in punt looks over his right shoulder while travelling past a large dwelling on the canal, China, ca. 1930
270 Rice planting figures bending and standing, China, ca. 1930
271 Figure crouched at the bow of a small punt holds a pronged fishing net into the water, China, ca. 1930
272 Covered punt with figure on stern holding long fishing pole, China, ca. 1930
273 Woman wraps dumplings with bamboo leaves while one child sits at table and two watch from side, China, ca. 1930
274 Man sitting at a table with woman fortune telling while two woman stand nearby one with rolled blanket under arm, China, ca. 1930
275 Gate in Peking with three arches and a saddled donkey grazing in foreground, China, ca. 1930
276 Great Wall from lower section looking up to horizon with stone dwellings at base, China, ca. 1930
277 Cloth dyeing on rack high above canal edge next to shop selling Chinese herbs with laden barge passing, China, ca. 1930
278 Woman shoe repairer with stand between feet and bearded man looking on while leather hangs nearby, China, ca. 1930
279 Junk in full sail moored, viewed from stern, China, ca. 1930
280 Memorial arches in a park with a man standing before a footbridge and a pine tree, China, ca. 1930
281 Memorial arches in open space with three women and baskets and person with load on shoulder, China, ca. 1930
282 Tower in Peking Chi Hua Min with unpaved road on which cart and donkey follow two men in front of shops, China, ca. 1930
283 Two figures on small punt beside tree with mountains in background and walkway at edge, China, ca. 1930
284 Large flat fishing net on frame just above the water with person standing nearby with a pole, China, ca. 1930
285 Long punt with two figures towards the stern at bend in river with pagoda in background, China, ca. 1930
286 Punt leaving the shore with two passengers under umbrellas and boatshed in background, China, ca. 1930
Open air material shop and an ornate building with illustrated scissor sign beside the doorway in Ningpo, China, ca. 1930
Pedlar resting his wooden chest against a wall and two boxes the background, China, ca. 1930
Prayer bead seller with his wares hanging from a stick and over his arm, with two customers in Shanghai, China, ca. 1930
Outdoor shop with bundles of small cricket cages above and beads hanging on the wall, China, ca. 1930
Vegetable market with two figures looking into a basket and a full tray of produce in foreground, China, ca. 1930
Dwelling with a bare tree in front and a clump of grasses covered in snow, China, ca. 1930
Trunk of tree on pathway and a large building below all covered in snow, China, ca. 1930
Bushes and bamboo trees bending under the snow, China, ca. 1930
Small bridge over dry bed all covered with snow, China, ca. 1930
River bank with walled temple and five tiered pagoda, China, ca. 1930
Woman bending with thread of charcoals over pan beside cauldron in courtyard, China, ca. 1930
Figure under temple gateway with other buildings in background, China, ca. 1930
Large temple building with stairway and figure in forecourt, China, ca. 1930
Two figures arrive at temple entrance opening in wall, China, ca. 1930
Elderly figure sitting on a bench seat while another stands beside an opening in a slatted wall, China, ca. 1930
Women and child with baskets look into the archway entrance of a tomb, China, ca. 1930
Dwellings at base of cliff with stone wall and man with laden horses walking along rough road, China, ca. 1930
Temple pavilion with old pagoda and man on pathway with jacket over his shoulder, China, ca. 1930
Bent figure walks along pathway in front of temple dwelling with large tree, China, ca. 1930
Temple corner showing the upturned two tiered roof and figure at
base of stairs, China, ca. 1930

*326* Temple building with people in forecourt and a shed all covered in snow, China, ca. 1930

*327* Figure sitting in temple open space with hooded head covering and hands enclosed under large lantern, China, ca. 1930

*328* Two gowned figures beside a stone box on round legs which stands on a stone platform, China, ca. 1930

*329* Procession of sedan chairs being carried out of a temple gateway, China, ca. 1930

*330* Group of women wearing head scarves leaving a temple, China, ca. 1930

*331* Burning tin foil ingots in a cauldron, China, ca. 1930

*332* Man at table loaded with many small medicinal packages while child looks on from doorway, China, ca. 1930

*333* Medicine man at well stocked table with woman customer and men in doorway, China, ca. 1930

*334* Temple in Hangchow with figure in prayer pose beside stone box on round legs and large cauldron, China, ca. 1930

*335* Smoke rising from stone structure under a pavilion roof with back view of figure, China, ca. 1930

*336* Figure standing inside a low walled pavilion looking into a pond, China, ca. 1930

*337* Temple in Hangchow with bare chested sedan chair carrier and many empty sedan chairs, China, ca. 1930

*338* Temple in Hangchow built on hillside with high wall and pathway down to gateway with solitary figure, China, ca. 1930

*339* Temple in Hangchow with small figure on lower stairs and one entering the gateway, China, ca. 1930

*340* Temple in Hangchow with two figures, an unattended sedan chair and man sitting with pipe, China, ca. 1930

*341* Ling Yin Temple in Hangchow with gateway and figure standing on lower pathway, China, ca. 1930

*342* Liu Ho Pagoda on Chien Yang River in Hangchow with dwellings and three figures walking, China, ca. 1930

*343* Pagoda at Kashing Chekiang behind vegetation and small figure with parasol near river bank, China, ca. 1930

*344* Pagoda temple in Peking with man next to large lion statue on stone
Marble temple in Peking shaped like a boat and on the water, China, ca. 1930

Pagoda temple in Peking with man walking and large lion statue on stone platform, China, ca. 1930

Temple in Peking with stairs leading to large building and pagoda tucked in behind, China, ca. 1930

Temple in Peking with young bare trees in forecourt and buildings stepping up to pagoda at rear, China, ca. 1930

Pi Jun Ssu temple in Peking with panelled carvings and a figure at the side looking to the bare mountains, China, ca. 1930

Temple building in Peking with figure in forecourt and buildings up to pagoda and mini pagoda on rock wall, China, ca. 1930

Stupa on temple in Peking and roof ornamentation, China, ca. 1930

Stone lion statue with cub and figure in temple forecourt Soochow, China, ca. 1930

Temple in Soochow with group of dwellings behind wall and with a bent figure in foreground, China, ca. 1930

Figures at temple gateway, the central figure has bulging apron, China, ca. 1930

Long pole on the shoulders of two people with a basket suspended in between carrying a person, China, ca. 1930

Horse feeding from a basket in the street with the cart fully laden still attached, China, ca. 1930

Sedan chair being carried from one gateway in a wall through another, China, ca. 1930

Man with pole across shoulder and large baskets suspended from it walking on hillside pathway, China, ca. 1930

Two men with a pole over their right shoulders and a long basket suspended from it carrying another person, China, ca. 1930

Woman carrying two large sacks suspended from either end of a pole carried on the shoulder, China, ca. 1930

Donkeys laden with large open weave baskets walk in a line on unpaved road beside stone wall, China, ca. 1930
Stanley O. Gregory (1902–1955), Kelly & Walsh

One man works on round object at street shop closely observed by others and uniformed men behind, China, ca. 1930
Collection of photographs of China. By Stanley O. Gregory. 1920-1930
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